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Gratitude Journal For Kids Daily Prompts And
Questions
Teach young children the art of gratitude while they are young and they will embrace the
mindset of gratefulness all their life. Instill this wonderful habit into your child now. Sit with them
and work share what you are grateful for as well. Your child will have room to write and draw in
this cute journal. At the end of the week review all the amazing things that happened
throughout your child's life. This journal also makes a great gift for parents with young children.
? 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 32.97 instead of $ 42,97! LAST DAYS! ? ? THE BEST
BOOK YOU CAN GIVE TO A CHILD ? Your Customers Will Never Stop To Use This Amazing
Guide! Do you know the benefits of gratitude and empowering questions? I list some of them: ?
Increase happiness. ? Increase self-esteem. ? It increases optimism and positivity. ? Improve
relationships with yourself and with others. ? Increase your potential. This is not a diary like any
other: it was developed following scientific studies. This diary is structured so that the child
develops a habit of gratitude: so as to be happy, improve their life, and fully develop their skills.
It will be an explosion of joy for them and for all the people around them. What are you waiting
for? Buy now! Buy it NOW and let your customers get addicted to this amazing book!
This journal will help kids and teenagers start the day and end the day on a positive note. And,
when days are tough, it will be there for them, so they can read through all of the pages of
what is great in their life and all that they should be grateful for. This journal is intended to only
take five minutes each day. Seriously. If you're a mom or dad and giving this to your teen, or if
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you're a teacher and you're giving it to your students, let them know that they don't need to
write full sentences. They don't worry need to worry about grammar. The purpose isn't to have
proper writing. The purpose is to have them practice mindfulness and positive thinking. You
want them to simply write from the heart. Remember, there is something good in every day.
When we acknowledge those things and focus on the best things in our life, when we embrace
them on a daily basis, we will start to see our life improve and we start to feel the true power of
positivity.
Daily Gratitude Writing with prompt Perfect Gift for Your KidsHelp inspire your child the way to
learn about thankfulness and gratitude Gratitude Journal for kids Features: 110 pages of
Gratitude Journal with area for write Today I am grateful for, Something awesome that
happened today,8 level of Happiness to choose Premium matte cover design Perfectly Large
sized at 8.5" x 11" Paperback Family & Children's activity book Notebooks and journals make a
great gift for any occasion Get a Copy for your kids Today.
When kids write good things down, their happiness goes up Here's the secret: if kids know how
to keep happy things in mind, they'll be happier people. This gratitude journal for kids is a
space for them to write those things down and practice being positive and appreciative. Even
tiny acts of gratitude can totally change the way kids think and feel. Let them learn what these
acts look like, with a gratitude journal for kids that includes daily writing space and funny
illustrated characters on every page that will make them want to keep on writing. Today is
Great! is a daily gratitude journal for kids that offers: A fresh start--There's a new blank entry
every day, so kids always have a chance to write down something positive. Are you up to the
challenge?--This gratitude journal for kids includes built-in challenges, like writing a thank-you
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note to someone who helped them. Questions and quotes--Kids will answer writing questions
like "What's a special talent you have?" and read quotes about gratitude from famous figures.
The path to more gratitude and happier feelings can start with this gratitude journal for kids.
Help inspire your child to be grateful, show appreciation and practice mindfulness with this highquality gratitude diary for kids! 50+ pages of cute colorable paper that include the journaling
prompts: "Today I am grateful for...", "The Most Awesome Thing That Happened Today Was..."
as well as a "Daily Star Rating Scale" and A Place to Record the "Top 3 Moments" of Each
Day. 50+ pages of Decorative paper for "My Thoughts." and "My Doodles" Full-color soft
Glossy cover with the quote "There Is Always, Always Something To Be Grateful For" Classic
sized 8.5"x11" kids writing journal -- the perfect size to put in backpacks or keep on your child's
bedside table Gratitude Notebooks & Journals are perfect for: Kids of all ages Stocking
Stuffers & Gift Baskets Writing Devotionals & Prayers Handwriting Practice Christmas Gifts for
Young Girls/Boys Home School Activity or Daily Exercise Camp Journal
A simple, fun and interactive gratitude journal designed for girls and boys to help them
celebrate the best part of their day, every day. * Fun cover design with a glossy finish to help
maintain durability * 108 pages filled with guided questions inspiring daily thought and
interaction * encourages creativity and positive thinking. Below is an example of the contents
inside: How happy I feel today - coloring scale Today I am grateful for... My Mood today, with
emotion icons for your child to select. The best part of my day in a picture, with an area for
drawing/doodling three positive words to describe myself...
Gratitude and More for Unicorn Lovers! Thankful Thoughts is a unicorn/rainbow-themed selfexploration gratitude journal for kids that will help inspire your child to appreciate the little
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things, connect with their feelings and reflect on each day. Do you want to teach your child to
be mindful and grateful? Does your child become overwhelmed with big feelings? Does your
child struggle to express their thoughts and feelings? Do you want to help your child
acknowledge and understand their feelings without judgment? The journal includes 90 daily
black & white pages to record what you are grateful for today, today's highs, and today's lows.
The last question changes each day. Examples include: What mistake did you make today? If
you could go anywhere in the world where would it be? What do you struggle with? How did
you solve a problem today? Practicing mindfulness has been shown to reduce stress, improve
attention, and increase one's ability to regulate emotions, show empathy, and feel compassion.
Research suggests that grateful young adolescents are happier, more energetic, have better
social support and are more satisfied with their school, community, friends, and most
importantly, themselves. Thankful Thoughts will help your child develop a gratitude practice
that you both can look forward to each day!

The Resilient ME(TM) guided gratitude journal, for ages 5-12, not only teaches
kids how to get the most out of practicing gratitude, but also has heaps of fun
activities to help them build resilience and boost happiness, focus on what is
important, stay calm when facing challenges and build a positive attitude.
Thankful ThoughtsGratitude Journal for Kids: Daily Journal with Prompts for Kids
On sale for a limited time! $9.99 Just $6.96 for a limited time Help your little one
practice being thankful by writing a quick daily gratitude! This beautifully designed
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gratitude journal for kids is ideal for kids of all ages to start being grateful. Not
only will this help your child be thankful, but it will also help them to find peace
and happiness! Features 70+ easy pages of daily gratitude prompts Happiness
scale to record feelings for the day Paperback notebook with soft cover Large 8.5
x 11 inch pages
This is a unique journal for kids and teenagers, allowing them the time to record
their feelings each day. It's a guide to cultivate an attitude of gratitude! It is a self
exploration journal designed to focus on being thankful for what we have, the big
things in life, as well as the simple joys. Each well designed daily spread contains
space to write 3 things you are thankful for each day of the week, and something
awesome that happend today. Gratitude tasks have been scientifically proven to
promote happiness. The simple act of using the journal is an 'analogue' time in
an increasingly digital age. If the child starts each day by writing down three
things is is thankful for a family, a favorite teacher, a good book - it begins each
day on the right note. Let it do it everyday and make it a habit to focus on the
blessings you have been given! Also get a copy for a friend who also has children
so they can learn gratitude.
Looking to inspire your kids to have an attitude of gratitude? Gratitude is a skill.
An attitude of gratitude is a positive way of looking at life. Gratitude can increase
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the children's happiness, teach them to be more empathetic and help them to be
more thankful for everything they have. Studies have shown that living a grateful
life can increase happiness. It's good for the mind and body! In turn, being
grateful can have a big effect on kid's everyday lives, like how they do in school
and their relationships with the family and friends. Features: Surprises on each
page - There's a huge variety of activities and prompts that are unique, so each
entry reveals something different Easy to use pages - Simple daily prompts make
the journal easy to use and thought-provoking at the same time Write, Draw and
Color - This journal has pages to write, draw and color as well. So, kids can be as
creative as they want to make the journal their own An amazing thing is that
being grateful is a choice that the kids can make every day. So, help them
practice gratitude. It is most suitable for kids age between 5-10 years, but also
suits any child who loves coloring and writing in a much more fun and exciting
way!
-Do you want to teach your child to be mindful and grateful?-Does your child
become overwhelmed with big feelings?-Does your child struggle to express their
thoughts and feelings-Do you want to help your child acknowledge and
understand the feelings they are having? Thankful thoughts gratitude journal
includes 90 pages to record what you are grateful for today, today's peaks, and
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today's valleys. The last question changes each day. Examples include: How did
you show kindness today? What did you learn today? What's on your mind
today? and How did you solve a problem today? Practicing mindfulness has been
shown to reduce stress, improve attention, and increase one's ability to regulate
emotions, show empathy, and feel compassion. One of the many ways to
practice mindfulness with your children is to practice gratitude and express and
acknowledge emotions. These journals will help you do just that!
90 Days Daily Gratitude Writing / Gratitude Journal for Kids Help inspire your
child and way to teach thankfulness and gratitude Details 90 pages of Gratitude
Journal has area for write Today I am grateful for,Something awesome that
happened today,My level of Happiness Family & Children's activity book It's a
perfect gift for your kids 7 inches By 10 Inches Matte Cover Paperback Cover
Get start Gratitude Journal for Kids today!
Over 100 days Daily gratitude writing / Children's gratitude journal Help inspire
your child and teach gratitude and gratitude Details: 110 pages of Gratitude
Journal has space to write. Today I am grateful, Something amazing that
happened today, My level of happinessBook of family and children's activities It's
the perfect gift for your children 7 inches by 10 inches Glossy cover Cover in
softcover Start the Gratitude Journal for children today!
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My Daily Companion: Daily Gratitude Journal for Kids is an inspirational guide to creating a
positive approach to life. The act of writing down three simple gratitudes each day establishes
a state of mindfulness that supports and reinforces the Law of Attraction. Concentrating on
simple gratitudes helps establish change in the way one thinks.
Are you ready to have an attitude of gratitude ? Being grateful is a habit that's worth cultivating.
The purpose of this journal is to help kids focus on the positive things in their lives, and
develop a habit of expressing gratitude. It is a guide to cultivate an attitude of gratitude for
children. This gratitude journal will give kids an easy way to acknowledge things from their
everyday lives that they are grateful for, and to notice and appreciate the things that they often
take for granted. It's a journal for writing, drawing and coloring in a creative, fun and exciting
way! Great for children (boys and girls) between 8-12 years old. Grab your copy and start now.
let's train your kid's brain to focus on all the good things in life ???
A Life-Changing Positive Journal that Brings Kids Closer to God - Features a New Bible Verse
Every DayChristian Gratitude Journal for Kids is the innovative new journal to help children
cultivate gratitude, change how they feel and build a lasting and heartfelt dialogue with God. In
just five minutes a day it has been shown to: ? Boost happiness ? Teach positive Christian
values ? Elevate mood throughout the day ? Form a meaningful connection with God ?
Cultivate gratitude and optimism It's also a fun journal to share memories with simple, quick
and engaging writing and drawing prompts. Each day you record: Three things you thank the
Lord for 'Today I will strive to be ...' (write down your positive intentions for the day) Bible verse
of the day - a NEW passage each day - especially selected for kids Writing space for
'Blessings the day brought me' - describe what was great about your day A 'Doodle of the Day'
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space to draw events, thoughts and feelings Christian Gratitude Journal for Kids draws
children closer to God and is designed to change their mental state to one of spiritual gratitude,
positivity and empowerment, which will make itself felt in every aspect of their life. It makes the
perfect gift. 8.5" x 11" - Large size provides plenty of room for writing inside 100 pages - far
more than other kids gratitude journals Proudly made in the USA Scroll up and hit 'Add to Cart'
to get your copy now - and let's lift up a life!
90 Days Daily Gratitude Writing / Gratitude Journal for Kids It's never too late to start teaching
your child to live a life of gratitude. Developing this attitude and habit early is priceless.
Cultivating an attitude of gratitude yields many benefits: physical, mental and spiritual. In this
Journal, you have flexibility to write down the dates of entry and not feel guilty if you miss a
day. There are also pages in this journal where you can just draw something beautiful.
ELIMINATE ANXIETY AND LIVE IN THE PRESENT MOMENT Gratitude Journal for Kids
builds an anxiety-reducing habit that makes peace, positivity and thankfulness the natural state
of mind. WRITING PROMPTS Includes journaling prompts to let creativity and imagination run
free. The prompts are fun, engaging and designed to foster a deep appreciation for life.
INSPIRING QUOTES This notebook is filled with encouraging and inspiring quotes to lift up,
encourage and remind them of how wonderful they are and helps build self esteem. LOTS OF
WRITING SPACE The large 8 x 10 inch format gives lots of space to capture thoughts and
feelings.This book offers 3 months of opportunity to work together as a family to help with this
journey. A fun and simple activity to help transform a life. Your child is worth it! ORDER
TODAY and TRANSFORM A LIFE
Childhood is a tough road with plenty of social pressure, and now bullying can happen 24/7
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online. Daily gratitude can help lay down an emotional foundation of a positive attitude and selfconfidence to help our kids survive and thrive in all social situations. With a positive outlook
and more self-esteem; our children will have an awesome life!
Daily Gratitude Journal For Kids Gratitude turns what we have into enough. Teach your kids to
be Grateful and happy with this Gratitude Journal. a space to your child to write thankful
thoughts and daily promts, blessings that they have witnessed from their day. 110 pages of
high quality paper It can be used as a journal, notebook or just a composition book 6" x 9"
Paperback notebook, soft matte cover Perfect for gel pen, ink or pencils Great size to carry
everywhere
A GRATITUDE JOURNAL THAT CAN CHANGE THE WAY KIDS THINK AND FEEL This
great book can become a game-changer in the lives of your children! * Suitable for kids and
young teens ages 5 - 10 Many people want to cultivate an attitude of gratitude. They often fail,
although it sounds like a very simple task. It's so much easier to start good habits when you
are a child. This gratitude journal is a powerful instrument focusing on a phenomenal habit of
being thankful for the big and small things in our lives. It can take as little as a few minutes
every day, but the benefits are immense. It helps regulate emotions, cope with stress and
anxiety, and boost overall well-being happy parent happy child! What makes this gratitude
journal special? Each well designed and kid-friendly daily spread contains space to list out
three things you are thankful for, a person who brought you joy and how you felt about your
day. Inspiring prompts that will boost your child's writing skills day-by-day! Each thoughtfully
designed page has been carefully crafted, motivating & different illustrations that are really fun
to color After every week, there is a unique activity so that your child won't get bored and will
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be excited to complete it If you start each day by writing down three things you are thankful for
- a family, a favorite teacher, starting a good book - you begin each day on the right note. Do it
daily and make it a habit to focus on the blessings you have been given! It's always a
wonderful birthday and Christmas gift, stocking stuffer, gift basket item, St. Valentine's and
Easter gift, Thanksgiving and sleepover party gift, and so much more! So if you are looking for
a very cute present, and if you would like to make gratitude a habit, then you are in the right
place. Grab a copy of this journal for each of your kids and their friends!
Gratitude Journal for Kids: Grateful kids are happy kids! Expressing gratitude increases
happiness, improves self-esteem, and lowers levels of stress--and this easy-to-use gratitude
journal for kids helps children tap into that extraordinary power for the first time. Through
writing and drawing, kids will learn to give daily thanks for the good in their lives. Every ten
days they'll respond to more in-depth prompts that ask them to think about gratitude on a
broader scale. Best of all, they'll develop a healthy habit for the rest of their lives. My First
Gratitude Journal features: * Easy to use pages. Simple daily prompts make the journal easy to
use and thought-provoking at the same time. * Writing and drawing. Each daily page is split
into halves--the top half for writing and the bottom half for drawing. Kids can be as creative as
they want to make the journal their own. * The benefits of gratitude. Slowing down to
appreciate the good in their lives teaches kids how to be both mindful and grateful. * A
charming keepsake. Parents and children will enjoy reading this journal years down the road to
see what the children were grateful for earlier in their lives.

Gratitude Journal for Kids With Daily Writing Prompts * 100 Pages Are you looking for a
way to help your child learn and express gratitude? Now with this simply designed
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gratitude journal for kids with daily writing prompts your child can easily explore and
express their feelings of thankfulness and gratitude. No more feeling overwhelmed with
not knowing what to write or what to do. Everything has been made simple and easy
with 2 daily writing prompts: Today, I am thankful for... Great things that happened
today... You will quickly notice an increase in your child's positivity, happiness,
gratitude, mindfulness, and mood. 7x10 inches -- handy size 100 pages on white paper
High-quality matte cover for a professional finish Gratitude Journal 1 of 12 in the Daily
Gratitude Series. Collect them all. Perfect for writing, journaling, expressing feelings,
and more! This gratitude journal for kids has 100 pages with daily prompts to help
children express their gratitude. Daily journal writing allows you to explore your own
thoughts, ideas, and topics in a safe way. Journals are great for expressing thoughts
and feelings about anything on your mind. They are also great for enhancing creativity!
Young writers can build confidence by writing in their gratitude journal. Makes a
fantastic gift for birthdays, holidays, or any occasion! Parties Birthdays Holidays
Stocking Stuffers Gift baskets School events "Just-Because" Scroll up and click buy to
grab this awesome gratitude journal today!
This gratitude journal will easily guide girls in 5 minutes of reflecting on their day,
feelings, and positive thoughts. With 100 days of unique kindness challenges, memorymaking challenges, inspirational quotes, and reflective journal prompts, this journal will
help form habits for a lifetime of thankful and happy hearts!
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This Kids Gratitude Journal is a great activity book for kids to practice gratitude and
mindfulness. It is a fun book with prompts and pictures to encourage kids to write down
their gratitude and notes of appreciation. Studies have shown that gratitude for kids has
lot of benefits to physical and mental health. A gratitude practice of writing down your
gratitude and giving thanks to someone in your life can have a lot of positive effects in a
child's life. This book has several prompts for daily gratitude practice - today's note to
myself, things I am grateful for, someone to show appreciation and amazing thing that
happened today. It has fun pictures and drawings to make it a fun activity to do. There
are also sections in the book to draw something. Drawing something encourages
creativity and a feeling of amazement. Gratitude is a feeling of appreciation and a daily
practice of writing down things you are grateful for can make a positive difference to
one's life. Gratitude doesn't have to be about the big things. It can also be for small
everyday events. It is all about appreciating the things around you rather than taking
them all for granted.The size of the book is 8.5 inches x 11 inches. This is a great book
for kids to practice writing their gratitude.
Book Description Positive thinking is very important. It is one of kids' habits that we
should really focus on. With optimistic point of views, our kids will be able to move
forward with strong steps. they will be calm in any unpleasant situations and then
automatically look for good thing in such spots. In other words, the kids will try to find
opportunities in the problems they are facing on. This is why it would be great for the
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kids to practice to gradually be optimistic and finally obtain this positive thinking skill as
a habit. This gratitude journal notebook will help your kids understand being thankful,
love and caring the others by jotting down the good things everyday. By learning
gratitude like this, it will benefit your child more grateful to others and become the
optimism and a happy person. This gratitude journal can also be a great gift for boys or
girls in any occasion. Detail List: Help kids to practice positive thinking Size: 6 x 9
inches, 110 pages Matted Cover Cute image layout on the pages Paperback Made-in
USA Great gift for boys or girls
The Gratitude Journal is a guide to cultivate an attitude of gratitude for children. It is a
self exploration journal designed to focus on being thankful for what we have, the big
things in life, as well as the simple joys. Each well designed and kid-friendly daily
spread contains space to list out three things you are thankful for, a person who
brought you joy and how you felt about your day. If you start each day by writing down
three things you are thankful for - a family, a favorite teacher An amazing thing is that
being grateful is a choice that the kids can make every day. So, help them practice
gratitude. It is most suitable for kids age between 5-10 years, but also suits any child
who loves coloring and writing in a much more fun and exciting way! Surprises on each
page - There's a huge variety of activities and prompts that are unique, so each entry
reveals something different Easy to use pages - Simple daily prompts make the journal
easy to use and thought-provoking at the same time Write, Draw and Color - This
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journal has pages to write, draw and color as well. So, kids can be as creative as they
want to make the journal their own
Teach kids mindfulness and positive thinking, by bringing it into their daily routine! This
5 minute daily gratitude journal is a brilliant way to encourage children to practice
gratitude, mindfulness and positive thinking - by incorporating it into their daily routine!
This would be a great activity to do at bedtime and shouldn't take more than 5-10
minutes - making it something that is manageable to do every day. Each day has a new
sheet to fill in with... The date at the top. A section to write three things you're thankful
for that day. A section to share a memorable part of your day... by drawing, using
stickers, sticking in something from the day, (for example; a ticket or a photograph) or
simply by briefly writing it down. A circle space to draw your very own emoji! A separate
page on the right, to write about the best part of that day. Plus a different prompt for
each day of the week. For example; "today, I was most proud of...." This journal has
120 pages and is 6 x 9 inches. It has a soft matte cover and quality black and white
interior pages. While there is a good amount of space to write and draw in each day,
your child can use as much or as little of the space as they like. As each page has a
blank date, there is no pressure to write in it every day, but when they can fit it into their
routine. Not only is it a great notebook to look back on and remember what positive
things have happened on a given day, it's also a great way to log and take notice of the
little things, that we so often forget about. Going to bed for the day with positive
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thoughts in our mind, is a great way to complete the day. Learning this habit early on in
life, can help children manage their feelings later on, to feel more grateful for what they
have and to practice self-reflection. Whether you want to get this for your own child,
students, or relatives - it would make a thoughtful gift!
When kids write good things down, their happiness goes upgratitude journal for kids is
a guide to cultivate an attitude of gratitude for children.Happiness is a skill that parents
can teach their children and the relationship between gratitude and happiness is really
strong.It is a self-exploration journal designed to focus on being thankful for what we
have, Here's the secret: if kids know how to keep happy things in mind, they'll be
happier people. There's a new blank entry every day, so kids always have a chance to
write down something positive.This gratitude journal is a tool to help your children
become happier and more certain about themselves by learning to express gratitude on
a regular basis.A simple, fun and interactive gratitude journal designed for girls and
boys to help them celebrate the best part of their day, every day.- Fun cover design
with a glossy finish to help maintain the durability- encourages creativity and positive
thinking. Interior & paper type: Black & white interior with white paperPaperback cover
finish: GlossyTrim Size: 6 x 9 inPage Count: 120
The Gratitude Journal for Kids is a guide to cultivate an attitude of gratitude for children.
Each Daily spread contains space to list out three things you are Today I'am Grateful
for..., Today's Peaks, How Happy I Feel and Something Awesome That Happened
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Today for Draw or Write a person who brought you joy and how you felt about your day.
Plus, journaling is an authentic writing opportunity that also helps children academically
with handwriting, spelling or sentence structure and feeling happy for positive. Do it
daily and make it a habit to focus on the blessings you have been given! This practice
can become a habit that will hopefully follow them throughout their lives.
It's important to start the day on a positive note. It's easy and simple with this gratitude journal.
Get the kids started on this daily habit and focus on the blessings you have been given! 100
Days Daily Gratitude Writing / Gratitude Journal for Kids Help inspire your child and way to
teach thankfulness and gratitude Details 100 pages of Gratitude Journal has area for write
Today I am grateful for, Something awesome that happened today, My level of Happiness
Family & Children's activity book It's a perfect gift for your kids 6 inches By 9 Inches Matte
Cover Paperback Cover Get start Gratitude Journal for Kids today! Grab a copy for a friend
and share the journey together!
Writing together brings you closer together. It isn't always easy for kids and parents to talk.
This shared, back-and-forth journal inspires communication and gratitude, doing surprising and
wonderful things to strengthen the bond between any child and their loved one. The Grateful
Together Journal is a guide to cultivate an attitude of gratitude for children. It is a self discovery
journal designed to focus on being thankful for what we have, the big things in life, as well as
the simple ones. Each page contains a space to list out six things you are thankful for, what
would make today great, quote of the day, .some amazing things that happened today, what
could I have done to make today better. If you start each day by writing down at least three
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things you are thankful for - a family, a home - you begin each day on the right emotions. Do it
daily and make it a habit to focus on the blessings you have been given! Grab a copy for a
friend and share the journey together! Order Now!
With unique prompts for each day, the 1-Minute Gratitude Journal helps kids develop a habit of
thankfulness, discover the amazing health and attitude benefits of practicing gratitude, and
have a lot of fun along the way.
?Gratitude Journal for Kids? The 3 Minute Gratitude Journal is about focusing on the good and
being thankful for the things we have in our lives both the big things, as well as the simple joys.
It's a guide to cultivate an attitude of gratitude for children. If you start each day by writing down
three things you are thankful for - a family, a favorite teacher, starting a good book - you begin
each day with the right attitude. Do it daily and make it a habit to focus on the blessing. This
journal makes the perfect gift for children and their parents. ?Details: 6x9 inch 120 pages Matte
cover finish Printed on white quality paper
Discover a powerful to teach your kids thankfulness, gratitude, and mindfulness and get them
started on the daily journey to develop a positive growth mindset with this 3 minute gratitude
journal for kids ! Each fun designed and kid-friendly daily sheet provides space to list out three
things your child is thankful for or a person who has brought them some sort of joy and how
they felt that day. A great start to learning how to identify their feelings and emotions. Feature:
90-100 pages of Gratitude Journal has area for writing: Today I am grateful for, Something
awesome that happened today, My level of Happiness It's a perfect gift for your kids 6 inches
By 9 Inches Get start 3 Minute Gratitude Journal for Kids today!
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